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ABSTRACT .

The physics motivation for searches for very rare kaon decays, > -;

either forbidden or suppressed within the Standard Model, is briefly ,

discussed. Simple arguments conclude that such searches probe possi- , .

ble new forces at a 200 TeV mass scale or constitute a precision test of |

the electroweak model. The examples of such processes are decays of

K°L -> i^fff, K+ -> n+ti+e-.Kl -> /*+/*", and K+ -> JT+I/P. We :

present the current experimental status and describe the new efforts to t

reach sensitivities down to one part in 1012. The discussion is focused i

on the experimental program at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron i, ; .

at Brookhaven National Laboratory, where intense beams make such j

studies possible. r ----
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1 Introduction

Experimental confirmations of a theoretical picture of elementary interactions, the

Standard Model, constitute an undeniable triumph of particle physics. Despite

that, the Standard Model is generally perceived as incomplete or merely a low

energy realization of a more general theory with a full symmetry at some high

energy. There are indeed many basic questions regarding the Standard Model to

which answers will have to come from the outside of the model. With 21 free

parameters in the minimal version of the Model, an overall picture is complicated

and many fundamental questions are obvious: Why are there three quark and

lepton families? Why is the number of families three in both cases? Why are the

masses of constituent fermions and intermediate bosons what they are? Why and

how is CP violated? Why is separate lepton-fiavor conserved? Etc.

As the consequence of this situation, many new theoretical models (or entire

classes of models) have been proposed over the years. The most successful ones

[i.e., the ones which have survived the challenge of existing experimental data and

make (usually hard to test) predictions of new phenomena] include supersymme-

try,1 technicolor,2 left-right symmetry,3 horizontal symmetry,4 compositeness,5

and the most hopeful candidate for the ultimate theory of elementary particles,

superstring theory.6 At the same time, testing of the Standard Model continues

by examining more and more subtle effects predicted by it. One such venue is

studying higher-order electroweak (i.e., suppressed) processes. The level at which

they occur subjects the theory to a stringent scrutiny and may lead to observed

inconsistencies pointing towards "new physics." Processes like K+ -» 7r+i/P,

K*L -» n+n~, and K% -> e+e~ could be used both ways: to confirm or

to look beyond the Standard Model. They can shed light on the CP-violation

mechanism—one of the crucial tests of the present theory.

Looking back at the history of elementary particles, one cannot escape a con-

clusion that kaons played a central role in many discoveries. Starting with associ-

ated (strangeness) production and the "r — 8 puzzle," through CP-violation and

GIM-mechanism, the kaon system was essential in establishing the foundations

of the Standard Model. Studies of rare kaon decays continue this physics-rich

tradition. Rare processes provide sensitive tests of new theories and an important

testing ground for the Standard Model. The field of rare decays is diverse and

active as it offers potential for major discoveries. At the Alternating Gradient

Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), the program is

centered around tests of the separate lepton-flavor conservation (K% -* f^e*,

K+ -> 7r+^+e~, 7T° -» n:fe±), and measurements of the suppressed electroweak

decays (K+ -> •n+vv, AT£ -> /J+ /O- The newest generation of detectors op-

timized for these decays is completed, and now the AGS program is entering the

extended data-taking period.

This review focuses on searches and studies of processes pursued by experi-

ments at BNL. Transitions relevant for the CP-violation (like K% -* 7r°e+e-) are

primarily studied at other laboratories and will not be covered here. Some other

recent articles offer more complete overviews.7"10

2 Motivation

2.1 Forbidden Processes

Many new theories, or "extensions" of the Standard Model, predict observation

of separate lepton-flavor violation. In a variety of theories, as illustrated in Fig. 1,

processes like Kg -f / ^ e * or K+ -> 5r+//+e" occur at tree-level. Such decays are

forbidden within the Standard Model although the origin of separate lepton-flavor

conservation is not understood. It is not associated with any known symmetry

usually expected to exist behind a conservation law. Decays K\ -> ft^e* or

K+ -> ir+ji+e~ have to be mediated by a new intermediate boson, thus explicitly

manifesting a new fundamental force in nature. As such, these processes comprise

some of the most sensitive tests of new theories.

Figure 1 illustrates how some models lead naturally to K^ -> ^ e * . To

construct "a dimensional argument," one can assume a V-A form of a new inter-

action and compare it to a copious electroweak decay K+ —>• p+v,x as shown in

Fig. 2:

where $c is the Cabibbo angle, Mw the mass of the W boson, and g is the

electroweak coupling. Thus, the branching ratio is

r{Ko ( '
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Figure 1: Examples of tree-level diagrams leading to the separate lepton-flayor

violation in four classes of theories "beyond" the Standard Model: (a) horizontal

symmetry, (b) leptoquarks, (c) supersymmetry, and (d) compositeness.

Figure 2: Examples of a tree-level diagram with "horizontal symmetry" leading

to the separate lepton-flavor violation AT£ -¥ ft^e*, and a copious electroweak

decay K+ -> p"1"^.

KL-* V* K°- ^"mixing

Figure 3: A diagram with "horizontal symmetry" leading to the separate lepton-

flavor violation Kl -* / ^ e * could also contribute to K" <4 K°.

(3)

Inserting the known numbers gives

B(K°L -> fie) ~ (1.2 x 10-2 TeV)

Assuming for simplicity the same couplings / = / ' = g turns this comparison

to a specific relationship of branching fractions versus the mass scale of the new

interaction
20"12

Mx a 220 TeV
[B(Kl -» H J

l / 4

A similar comparison between K+
e- and K°L yields

Mx a 86 TeV
r io-1 2

[B(K+ -> 7T+

(4)

(5)

Thus, sensitivity to rare processes opens a window at interactions at very high

mass scales through virtual effects of new particles. It should be emphasized

that K'l -t n^e* and K+ -t n+n+e~ provide complementary information on

potential new interactions. The first is sensitive to axial-vector or pseudoscalar

couplings; the second is sensitive to vector or scalar couplings.

For completeness, it is worth mentioning that a new force in K% -> ^ e *

may also contribute to K° <4 K° transitions as illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus,

stringent limits on Mx from Am^ exist. However, some theories circumvent this

restriction.11 If one assigns "a generation number," G, to leptons and quarks

with G = 1 for (e,uc,u,d), G = 2 for (ft,Vf,,c,s), and G = 3 for (T,IV,<,6) ,

then Kl -+ ^e* is a AG = 0, and K° ++ K° is |AG| = 2 transition. If G is

conserved by the new force (representing some unknown symmetry), K£ -

would be allowed without affecting K° <-> K°.

i .
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Figure 4: Short-distance diagrams which dominate the transition K+ -¥ n+uu.

2.2 Suppressed Processes

Decays proceeding through a higher-order (loop-level) electroweak transition con-

stitute an essential test of the Standard Model. Rates of decays such as

K+ -> w+uu or K% -¥ /i+/n~ [referred to as Flavor-Changing Neutral Cur-

rents (FCNC)] could be used as a check of the theory or to extract some of the

parameters of the theory which are hard to reach through other processes.

The K+ -¥ n+uu decay mode is short-distance dominated12'15 and proceeds

mainly via diagrams shown in Fig. 4. With QCD corrections known and small,16

the diagrams depend primarily on the mass of the charm and top quarks, mi and

mc, and the Vt'tVtj product of the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

(CKM) mixing matrix. If all uncertainties are included, the B(K+ —> n+uu) is

expected in the range of (0.5 - 5.0) x 10~10. Thus, if observed, the process can be

used to shed more light on m, and the CKM matrix.

The K\ -»• n+n~ mode has played a crucial role in establishing the multi-

family quark content of the theory through the famous Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani

cancellation (uGIM-mechanism").lr The reaction is dominated by an electromag-

netic two-(on-shell)photon transition, as shown in Fig. 5(a), which determines the

\A/\/V/\.

<

rv,,

—»—- l»

(b)

Figure 5: Diagrams contributing to Kl -4 n+n~: (a) a dominant diagram

which determines the unitarity boundary for this process at (6.8 db 0.3) x 10~9,

(b) short-distance "box" and "penguin" diagrams (similar to K+ -¥ ir+uu), and

(c) representation of long-distance contributions.
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unitarity bound for the branching fraction18

T(Kl -* 77)

where /? = ^ 1 — 4m2/m2
¥. The numerical uncertainty of this process is pri-

marily due to the experimental uncertainty of B{K°L -> 77), measured to be

B(Kl -f 77) = (5.70 ± 0.27) x 10"4 (Ref. 19). So

B(K°L = (1.2 x 10-*)B(Kl -4 77) = (6.8 ± 0.3) x 10"9 (7)

There are also other contributions to this transition: the short-distance dia-

grams20'21 shown in Fig. 5(b) (similar to the K+ -4 v+uu diagrams in Fig. 4

where neutrino lines are replaced with muon lines), and the long-distance diagrams

exemplified by graphs in Fig. 5(c).

At present, it is not clear how to calculate the long-distance contributions

with uncertainties small enough to extract the short-distance graphs,22'23 and

thus, obtain information on mt and Vtd- However, theoretical and experimental

efforts are under way to improve this situation. Determination of K% — 7* — 7 and

iC£ — 7* — 7* vertices from such decays as Jf° -4 e+e~7, if£ -4 n+{M~~/, and

K[_ -4 e+e~e+e~ should provide additional guidance for the chiral perturbation

theory so that the extraction of the short-distance part of if* -4 p+/i~ may be

feasible.

In summary, the two decay modes K+ -4 n+uu and K\ -4 H+H~ are

complementary: K+ -4 n+vP is harder experimentally, but cleaner theoretically;

K\ -4 ti+/i~ is presently less well understood theoretically, but the near future

should bring thousands of collected events.

2.3 Searches for New Particles and Other Rare Decays

As a byproduct of searches for rare decays of kaons, other channels are studied.

In particular, modes like K+ -4 ir+X°, where X° is a new particle, could be

examined. Particular experimental approaches impose certain sensitivity windows

for masses and lifetimes of such new objects. In addition, hermeticity and accep-

tances of spectrometers also allow searches for other rare decays like n° -4 /i^e*

or measurement of 7T° -4 e+e~.

Other less rare decay channels like K+ -> n+e+e~, K+ -4 n+(i+(i~,

K+ -4 7r+w°7, K+ -4 A*+J^,7, and K+ -4 tfiy^v^ are also pursued, and could

either present more stringent tests of the chiral perturbation theory or provide

additional input to advance it for processes like K% -4 n+fi~.

3 Current Best Results

Searches for rare kaon decays have had a very long tradition. As illustrated in

Figs. 6 and 7, the progression of new results is grouped in two time periods. In the

late 1960s to early 1970s, experiments impressively probed branching ratios down

to the 10~8 level. Exhausting detector technology and available beam intensities,

the searches stagnated for about a decade. They were renewed in the early 1980s

when more modern experiments were able to provide faster and better detectors

and data acquisition, and more intense beams became available. Most of the final

results from these recent searches have been published. Tables 1, 2, and 3 list

these results. Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 illustrate some of the results in a full form

as published.

The lowest sensitivities have been reached at the AGS at BNL. Results from

KEK played an important role in the early stages of the new generation experi-

ments, but have been ultimately superseded by the BNL experiments. As this

round of experiments exploited the detector and beam capabilities, the three

groups at BNL, equipped with multiyear experience of conducting experiments

with intense beams, embarked on the next round of studies.

The newest upgrades and follow-up experiments have been designed with goals

to reach sensitivities which would "close the discovery window" for allowed pro-

Decay mode

Kl -> ^ e ^

K+ -> TT-V+e"

K+ -+ n+X°

90% C.L. limit

< 3.3 x 10" n

< 9.4 x lO"11

< 1.9 x 10"9

< 2.1 x 10-10

< 5.2 x 10-10

X° weakly interacting

Reference |

BNL E791 [Ref. 24]

KEK E137 [Ref. 25]

BNL E780 [Ref. 26]

BNL E777 [Ref. 27]

BNL E787 [Ref. 28]

TT+77, K+ K+ Table 1: Summary of best limits of searches beyond the Standard Model.
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| Decay mode || BR or 90% C.L. limit || Reference |

K+ -4 w+t/P

Kl -> /i+/i"

I<1 -4 e+e"

< 2.4 x lO"9

(6.86 ± 0.37) x 10"°

(7.9 ± 0.6(j«at.) ± 0.3(si/s.)] X 10"°

<4.1 x 10-"

< 1.6 x 10-10

< 1.2 x 10-'

BNL E787 [Ref. 28]

BNL E791 [Ref. 29]

KEK E137 [Rcf. 30)

BNL E791 [Ref. 31]

KEK E137 [Ref. 25]

BNL E780 [Ref. 32]

Table 2: Summary of best results on processes suppressed within the Standard

Model.

| Decay mode |

K+ -4 n+X°
X° -» e+e-

X° -> 77
K* -> TT+77

K* -4 Tr+tf0

H -4 /i+/i"

»r° -4 /i*«*

K+ -4 ff+e+e-

jr° -4 e+e"

ff° -4 e+e-

Bit or 90% C.L. limit |

< 1.5 X 10"8*

150 MeV< mxo < 340 MeV

< 1.6 x lO"8

0 MeV< mXo < 150 MeV

< 1.0 x 10"6

< 1.5 x 10"7

220 MeV< mxo < 320 MeV

< 1.6 x 10"8

[2.75 ± 0.23(s<a«.) ± 0.13(syst.)] x 10"T

[6.9 ± 2.3(stat.) ± 0.6(syst.)] x 10"8

[7.6i|:?(^.) ± 0 . 5 ( ^ . ) ] X10-8

Reference ||

BNL E851 [Ref. 33]

BNL E787 [Ref. 34]

BNL E787 [Ref. 34]

BNL E787 [Ref. 35]

BNL E777 [Ref. 27]

BNL E851 [Ref. 33]
BNL E851 [Ref. 36]

FNAL E799 [Ref. 37]

Table 3: Summary of other searches and limits from the rare K decay experiments.

•(99% C.L.).

490 48S SOO SOS SIO

m«, (MeV/cJ)

485 4SO 4»6 500 SOS

mM (MeV/rl)

SIO

Figure 8: Final results from BNL E791. The top figure is a scatter plot of p\

vs. Mp, for Kl -> jj*eT candidates34 (pj- is missing transverse momentum of

the reconstructed final-state pair). The bottom figure shows the Kl -4 p+p"

mass peak of > 700 events29 (an angle 6K points in the direction of the missing

transverse momentum and is equivalent to pr). The rectangular signal boxes

surround MK = 0.497 MeV/c2 and pr = 0 (or 6K = 0).
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Figure 9: Final results from BNL E777. The scatter plots of the variable 5 vs.

invariant mass (5 is the rms distance of closest approach of three track combina-

tions to a common vertex). The top figure shows K+ -+ ;r+7r~7r0 decays; the

bottom K+ -¥ n+p+e~ candidates.27

90 100 110 120 130 140 150
T,(M«V)

Figure 10: Final results from BNL E787. Charged-track range vs. kinetic energy

for (a) data and (b) K+ -> tr+i/P Monte Carlo events satisfying the selection

criteria and having measured momentum 211 < PT < 243 MeV/c. The rectangular

box indicates the search region for K+ -» n+uP and K* -> it+X° (Mxo «0).

The horizontal and vertical dashed lines in (b) are the theoretical end-points of

K+ -> n+vP in range and energy, respectively.28
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Figure 11: Limits from the other searches from BNL B787: (a) the 90% C.L.

upper limits on B(K+ -> *+X°) as a function of MXo and various X° lifetimes;

(b) the 90% C.L. upper limit on K+ -+ *+tf° with tf -> W as a ^ctioa o f

mH (Ref. 35); (c) the 90% C.L. upper limit on K+ -4 n+X° with X° -4 77

for different X° lifetimes as a function of mass m*o. The dashed curve shows

the upper limit for the combined branching ratio K* -* *+H° and H° -4 77

(Ref. 34).

cesses (tf+ -4 ff+^P and K\ -4 e+e~) and probe branching fractions at the

10-12 level (Kl -4 / ^ e * and K+ -4 w+/*+c-). The new experiments have

been commissioned and started the data-taking period which will extend into the

near future. In the following part of this article, these experimental efforts will be

briefly discussed.

4 Experiments in Progress

4.1 AGS
The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at BNL provides the beam for the

rare kaon experiments. The accelerator was commissioned in 1960 and originally

provided 1010 protons per pulse. The AGS has been continuously upgraded, con-

forming to new technology and new experimental requirements. The ~250 m

diameter synchrotron ring can now accelerate protons (up to 33 GeV/c, but more

reliably at 24 GeV/c), polarized protons (up to 22 GeV/c), and heavy ions (gold

ions up to 14.5 GeV/c per nucleon). In the future, the AGS complex will provide

an injector system to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) currently under

construction.
The AGS has recently completed another phase of upgrades—construction

of a new rf system and an injector ring, known as the Booster. The Booster

increases the proton energy for injection to the AGS from 0.2 GeV to 1.5 GeV,

and quadruples the AGS intensity by using four bunches in one AGS acceleration

cycle. The new intensity record of 6.3 x 1013 protons per pulse was reached during

the 1995 proton run and exceeds the design goal. The 24 GeV/c primary proton

beam is delivered about every 3.2-3.6 seconds over a 1.2-1.6 second-long "slow"

extraction, assuring a duty cycle of about 40%. Essentially, the entire neu; AGS

intensity is necessary to support adequately the kaon program.

/z±e:F Experiment (E871)4.2 The Kg
The primary goal of E871 (Refs. 38 and 39) is to search for separate lepton-flavor

violation in the decay K°L -4 fte*. The two-arm spectrometer is optimized for

this search and should reach a single-event sensitivity of 10~12, probing new forces

in nature in the 200 TeV mass range. Other decays, such as Kl -4 p+iT and

!

r"^>
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K*l -> e+e~, can also be studied. For the former, a sample of several thousand

decays is expected to be recorded. For the latter, predicted by the Standard Model

to occur at ~ 3 X 10~12 level, the experiment should detect the first few events

ever.

The main source of background for K% -¥ t^e* is the copious K^

(Kl -> Jt^e*^) decay which has a branching ratio B(K°L -4 j r ^ i / , ) = 38.7%

(Ref. 19). If this decay proceeds in a way that the neutrino has very little energy

in the laboratory frame, and the pion either decays n -4 ftiff, or is misidentified

as a muon, the observed final state contains a muon-electron pair. Theoretically,

if experimental resolutions are ignored, the reconstructed invariant mass of the

muon-electron pair, MhC, could approach the mass of the parent kaon to within

8.4 MeV/c2. Equally dangerous is the case in K% -¥ n^e^Ut decay when both

charged particles are misidentified. If the pion is mistaken as an electron, and

the electron is mistaken for a pion, the invariant mass of this doubly-misidentified

pair is not bounded by the kaon mass, MK, and could exceed MR if momen-

tum of a pion is much larger than momentum of an electron. Analogously, the

background for if£ -¥ n+p~ originates in (a) K% -+ %te:fue if n -> (iv,,

and the electron is mistaken for a muon or (b) in K^ decays Kl —» ir^fi^u^

[B(Kl -¥ v^iFvp) = 27.0% (Ref. 19)] if the pion decays or is mistaken for a

muon. The background for K% -* e+e~ is due to /f£ -> t^e^vt with one

of the pions mistaken for an electron, and ironically, from other rare processes:

Kl -4 e+e-e+e" and Kl -* e+e"7 which occur at (9.1 ± 0.5) x 10"6 and

(3.9 ±0.7) x 10-8, respectively.19

To reach 10~12, an experiment has to assure efficient background rejection. The

essential requirements on an apparatus are good kinematics reconstruction and

reliable particle identification, both to be accomplished in a high rate environment.

The spectrometer for E871, shown in Fig. 12, has been designed to satisfy such

demands.38 E871 is the successor to E791, which set a 90% C.L. upper limit for

B(K% -¥ i&e*) at 3.3 x 10~n (see Table 1). The experiment has been fully

commissioned for the 1995 AGS running cycle. The main features of the new

apparatus, shown in Fig. 12, are:

• two magnets for momentum-finding and providing "parallelism" (see below)

of two-body decays,

• a beam-stop placed in the first magnet to absorb the entire neutral beam,

Proton Beam

Lead
Glass

Target

Swiping
Magnets

Collimation

Shielding

Decay
Volume

Straw Drift
Chambers

Drift
Chambers
Cherenkov

Trigger
Hodoscopes

Scintillator
Hodoscopes

Muon
Range Finder

Figure 12: BNL E871 apparatus.
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• redundant finely-segmented fast straw drift chambers and conventional drift

chambers in regions of low rate,

• redundant particle identification of muons and electrons,

• multilevel trigger with fast on-line reconstruction, and

• fast custom-designed massively parallel data acquisition system.

The neutral kaon beam is produced by an intense primary ~24 GeV/c beam of

about 1.7 x lO 1 3 protons delivered onto a (1.5 interaction-length) platinum target.

A system of sweeping magnets and collimators placed at 3.75° with respect to the

proton beam direction forms the neutral beam with mostly neutrons and kaons.

Particles emerging from the l l m long evacuated "decay volume" are tracked and

identified in a two-magnet spectrometer. The neutral beam is absorbed in the

beam stop specially designed and tested for this configuration.40 The strengths

of the magnetic fields (+440 MeV/c and -230 MeV/c) imposes that trajecto-

ries of two-body kaon decays emerge nearly parallel downstream of the second

magnet. Such an arrangement simplifies triggering and provides the first rejec-

tion stage of the three-body decays. The intense primary proton beam produces

~2 x 107 Ki decays per AGS pulse38 resulting in high hit rates in the upstream

straw drift chambers. In addition, the rates in the chambers result from leakage of

low-energy particles (charged, neutrons, and photons) from the beam-stop. The

beam-stop shields the downstream part of the spectrometer, where the rates are

substantially reduced. This minimizes the probability of pattern-recognition or

particle-identification errors.

Particle identification of electrons and muons uses redundancy to minimize

errors. Particles to be identified as electrons are required to have hits in a thresh-

old Cherenkov counter filled with hydrogen (muons with momenta larger than

6.3 GeV/c and pions with momenta above 8.3 GeV/c can also produce Cherenkov

radiation). In addition, electron candidates are identified with a segmented two-

layer lead-glass calorimeter. Total energy deposited in lead-glass has to be con-

sistent with the momentum measured from the reconstructed trajectory in the

magnetic field. The K% -* n±e*vc and K% -* n±ft^ut, modes provide a

constant calibration source for this system. Muons are identified as particles pen-

etrating (the iron slabs in the upstream part and marble slabs in the remaining

part of) the "muon range finder." Scintillation hodoscopes are located at depths

of material corresponding to muon momenta of 0.75,0.94,1.4,2.8, and 5.8 GeV/c.

3
ID •
Eotrio
xVndf
PI
P2

n
P4
P5
P6
P7

. • • • , • • „ .

MOO.
101.7 / 93

6441
9.691
4 9 M -
10.86
344.9
4993
1.189"

iio
;Uytsy*feg.

485 490 495 500 JOS 510 515 320 523
xxMus MeV

Figure 13: Preliminary results from BNL E871 show the

mass distribution with a resolution of about 1.2 MeV/c2.
-> v+n~ invariant

Proportional drift tubes are placed throughout the range stack providing 5% mea-

surement resolution of the penetration range. The range of the particle, its tim-

ing, and trajectory have to be consistent with the kinematics determined from

the magnetic spectrometer. The power of the background suppression comes also

from kinematics: quality of reconstructed trajectories, consistency of momenta

measured in two magnets, quality of the vertex, missing transverse momentum,

and reconstructed invariant mass of the final-state particles.

The custom-designed data acquisition system used by E871 is the same as

for E791 (Ref. 41). Briefly, fast conversion-time front-end ADC's, TDC's, and

latches are sparsely read out into dual-port memories residing in VME crates

serviced by Silicon Graphics V-35 processors. Once the memory buffer is filled

with trigger events, a software algorithm reconstructing kinematics is applied.

Events passing loose invariant-mass and angular requirements are retained as

candidate events. A certain fraction of minimum bias events is unconditionally
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Figure 14: The number of reconstructed K% -> v+v~ events in E871 as a function

of the beam intensity42 measured in units of Tp (1 Tp = 1012 protons) on target

per spill. The experiment typically operates ~100% live at ~17 Tp.

retained and ultimately used for the sensitivity measure of the experiment. With
17 x 1012 protons on target, there are about 750 k nonparallel triggers formed
by the coincidences in trigger hodoscopes. The requirement of parallelism (i.e.,
position correlations between scintillator slats hit in the upstream and downstream
trigger banks) reduces this number to about 200 k. Further position-correlated
coincidences with the Cherenkov counter and/or muon hodoscopes form about
12 k triggers which are read out during the AGS spill of 1.2-1.6 seconds. About
400 events per spill are retained and written to tape as either candidate events,
minimum bias events, or calibration events. E871 collected data between January
and mid-June of the 1995 AGS run, and the offline analysis is currently under
way. Preliminary results, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14, indicate that the apparatus
operates at the expected level.42

4.3 The K+ ->• -K+fi+e- Experiment (E865)

Experiment E865 (Ref. 43 and Ref. 44) is an upgrade of the previous experiments
E777 and E851. The new spectrometer has been designed with the goal of reaching
10~12 single-event sensitivity in the channel K+ ->• »r+/x+e~. Observation of
such a decay would explicitly demonstrate lepton-flavor violation. Due to the
helicity structure of the hadronic currents, this mode is sensitive to scalar or vector
interactions, while the K% -f pte* process tests pseudoscalar or axial-vector
forces making the two searches complementary. As argued earlier, K+ -> ir+/j.+e~

probes the mass scale of 86 TeV (Eq. 5) at the 10~12 branching fraction.

The background to the K+ -> 7r+/i+e~ process comes primarily from
K+ -)• ir+v~Tt+ and K+ -> w+?r0. If in the r-decay (K+ -4 7r+7T"7r+) one
of the ?r+ mesons decays in flight (;r -4 fiu^) or is misidentified as a muon,
and TT~ is misidentified as an electron, the observed final-state particles are n+,

/i+, and e~. Similarly, in the K+ -4 ir+ir° case, if n+ decays or is misiden-
tified as a muon, and it0 decays via a Dalitz mode rr" -4 e+e~y, and e+ is
mistaken for 7r+, this leads again to the same effective final state which mimics
the real K+ -4 n+fi+e~. The latter source hints at the necessity to conduct the
search of the fi+e~ and not the /x~e+ pair. This stems from the fact that the K%

decay (K+ - t jr°e+i/e) mode has a branching fraction of B(K+ -> n°e+ut)

= 4.82 ± 0.06%, and thus, is the source of positrons at a factor of ~20 higher
level than the Dalitz source of electrons. It is worth mentioning that a search for
K+ -4 ir+(i~e+ conducted in the mid-1970s set an impressive 90% C.L. upper
limit for this process at 6.9 x 10"9 (Ref. 45).

This charge asymmetry propagates into the detector design. Figure 15 shows
the spectrometer designed and commissioned by the E865 Collaboration. The key
features of the apparatus are:43'46

• the left arm of the spectrometer, to which negative particles are deflected
by the first magnet, is optimized for an electron identification (or »r~/e"
separation);

• the right arm (with positive particles) is optimized for a muon and pion
identification (or e+/ff+ separation);

• two dipole magnets with pr kick of +250 MeV and —250 MeV provide the

charge separation and a momentum measurement; and
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• redundant particle identification employs two sequential threshold Cherenkov

counters, electromagnetic calorimeter, and muon range stack.

The 6 GeV/c K+ beam was substantially upgraded for E865. It delivers kaons

with about 5% momentum spread. For 1 X 1013 protons on target, the flux of

K+ is about 6 x 107, with about 2 x 109 protons and pions. K+ decay products

pass through the first dipole magnet which deflects negatively charged particles

to the left, and positively charged particles to the right. A particle to be iden-

tified as an electron is required to induce signals in two left-arm hydrogen-filled

Cherenkov counters. In addition, the electromagnetic calorimeter ("shishkebab"

configuration of the lead-scintillator tiles with a fiber readout) should reconstruct

deposited energy consistent with the momentum measured in the upstream part

of the spectrometer, where particles are tracked using proportional wire chambers

with resistive Mylar cathodes. The right-arm particle identification is designed

to discriminate against positrons. The two right-side Cherenkov counters are

filled with CH4 providing the momentum threshold for muons at 3.7 GeV, which

is near the upper end of the muon momentum spectrum for K+ -> n+fi+e~.

Further, the electromagnetic calorimeter and muon stack with scintillation ho-

doscopes and proportional wire chambers provide additional discrimination. The

experiment ran with about 2 x 106 three-particle trigger-counter coincidences per

spill. Additional coincidences with Cherenkov counters, muon hodoscopes, and

PWC's suppressed the trigger rate to about 1000 per spill. About 80% live-time

events were read out and processed by a farm of processors which discarded events

useless for further offline analysis, leaving about 50% triggers written to tape.

E865 collected data from March through mid-June 1995. In addition to lepton-

flavor violation, the E865 Collaboration plans to study a number of less-rare

decay modes which could provide an important input (or tests) of chiral per-

turbation theory. These modes include K+ -> n+e+e~, K+ -> n+e+e~y,

K+ -> n+fi+fi-, K+ -* 7T+77, K+ -+ 7r+;roe+e-, K+ -» e+e+e"!/, and

/<"+ -+ (i+e+e~u. Figure 16 shows a preliminary result for K+ -> 7r+e+e~

reconstructed from a fraction of collected data.46

Figure 15: BNL E865 apparatus. 4.4 The K+ -» ir+uP Experiment (E787)

Experiment E787 (Ref. 47) is a continuing effort started in the mid-1980s. The

primary goal of the experiment is to make the first observation of the K+ -» n+uf>
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Figure 17: Range and momentum spectra of jr+ from K+

major sources of backgrounds.

from the

decay mode. This GIM-suppressed decay is expected at ~ 10~10 level, but the

final state presents formidable experimental challenges. With a well-understood

underlying theory and the measured mass of the top quark, the observation of

even a few events could be turned into a measurement of the Vtj of the CKM

matrix.

Because of the weak topological constraints, the search for K+ -> ir+i/u is

carried with a stopping K+ beam, and with the limited range of pion momenta

above the K+ -> 7r+7T° peak. As illustrated in Fig. 17, most of the K+ -> 7r+w

phase-space lies below the K+ -> 7r+7r° momentum peak of 205 MeV/c, but

the severe background due to TT+ from K+ -+ v+ifi (ir+ can interact with the

detector material and shift down its energy) makes this region experimentally

difficult at low sensitivities. The main background above the K+ -> n+ita peak

is due to misidentified muons from K+ -* fi+t/p and A'+ -+ ft+vrf, as well as

from mismeasured ff+'s from K+ -> w+ff° if the two photons from v° are missed.

In addition, pions in the beam can be mistaken for kaons. Also, misidentified

muons and/or protons originating from K+n -* K°p and followed by K% -¥ \iv

pose a background threat.
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The experimental approach undertaken by the E787 Collaboration empha-

• redundant determination of the pion kinematics by independent measure-

ments of the pion's momentum, kinetic energy, range, and dE/dx,

• observation and measurement of timing and range relationships of the n ->

fi -¥ e decay sequence, and

• nearly 4ir solid-angle photon hermeticity of the apparatus.

The present E787 apparatus is shown in Fig. 18. This is an upgraded version

of the spectrometer used in 1989-1991 (Ref. 49). Two electrostatic separators

are used to deliver 800 MeV/c K+'s. The beam provides three times more kaons

than pions. Kaons are identified by Cherenkov and dE/dx counters placed in the

beam. Passing the BeO degrader, kaons are stopped in an active target made of

scintillation fibers located in the center of the apparatus. The target is surrounded

by the central drift chamber covering about 2n solid-angle and used to determine

momenta of particles through trajectory curvature in the 1 T solenoidal magnetic

field in the apparatus. Further, in the central (barrel) part of the apparatus, a

scintillator range stack is used to provide kinetic energy and range measurement

of pions. In addition, pions are distinguished from muons by identifying the

i r - t / n e decay sequence using 500 MHz transient digitizers. Finally, photon

detectors (lead-scintillator stack in the barrel part, and Csl blocks in the endcap)

assure hermeticity to photons.

The thickness of the stack is optimized to catch pions with momentum 214 <

PT, < 231 MeV/c and range 34 < Rn < 40 cm in the scintillator, and to achieve

~1 cm range resolution. With additional constraints on tagging transitions n+ -*

(t+ and fi+ -¥ e+ in transient digitizers, beam and photon vetoing bring the overall

acceptance for K* —> ir+uu to a level of only a few percent. Experiment E787

took data with an upgraded apparatus between January and mid-June 1995. The

beam provided about 1.3 million stopping K+'s per spill. A multilevel trigger

reduced this number to about a couple of hundred events which were written to

tape. Figure 19 shows an example of improvement in timing and energy resolutions

achieved in the 1995 data. Besides the K+ -¥ n+ui> mode, the collaboration will

also study several other topologically and kinematically related kaon decay modes.

For example, K+ -> n+X° would give similar signature to K+ -> ir+i/v if X"

is a weakly interacting (new) particle. Motivated by their significance in chiral

E787 DETECTOR

Figure 18: BNL E787 apparatus.
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| Decay mode

K°L -4 (t^e*

K°L -4 e+e"

K°L -4 n+n~
K+ -4 ir+fi+e-

K+ -4 7T+//P

Projected sensitivity

~ 1 x lO"12

~ 1 x 10"12.

several thousand events

~ 1 x 10"12

~ 1 x 10"10

Experiment

E871

E865

E787

Table 4: Projected sensitivities of the three experiments at the AGS.

perturbation theory, and the fact that they are experimentally accessible at the

same time as K+ -+ n+ui> decays, channels like K+ -* n+fi+(i~,K+ -> ir+n°f,

K+ -¥ TT+77, K+ -t fi+fp-y, and K+ -> 7rV+'//i7 will be studied.

5 Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a brief summary of best results and described current exper-

iments at the AGS at BNL in the area of very rare kaon decays. This active

program, which was started in the early 1980s, has brought a major advance-

ment in testing "rare physics" within the Standard Model and in searching for

processes outside of it. The current round of experiments will probe mass scales

unattainable in direct searches and will possibly observe the lowest particle decay

branching fraction of any kind. Table 4 summarizes sensitivities expected for the

main rare decay modes studied by the three collaborations at BNL.

For the currently scheduled running, Experiment E871 should be able to reach

10~12 single-event sensitivity in K£ -4 i^e*, probing ~200 TeV mass scale

for the new interactions. Reaching low branching ratios will allow us to col-

lect several thousands of K\ -4 H*H~ events and substantially improve the

branching ratio measurement. In addition, the first observation of K£ -4 e+e~

expected at ~ 3 x 10~12 should be possible. Complementarily, the near future

of Experiment E865 should bring the ability to probe ~80 TeV mass range in

K+ -4 Tr+fi*e~ and study other decays to test and expand the reliability of

chiral perturbation theory. With improved capabilities, the collaboration is also

considering the study of CP asymmetries in K+ -4 7r+7r~w+. Experiment E787

plans a continuing program of upgrades and expects ultimately to measure the
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B(K+ -» n+ui>) with 20% uncertainty. This will be an important test of the

Standard Model and will provide an important input to determining the ts'Vu

quantity of the CKM matrix, shedding more light onto the current picture of the

CP violation.

I would like to thank L. Littenberg and M. Zeller for providing useful infor-

mation, and J. Ritchie for comments on the manuscript.
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